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circNUDT21 promotes bladder cancer progression
by modulating the miR-16-1-3p/MDM2/p53 axis
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Bladder cancer (BC) is a common genitourinary malig-
nancy. This study investigated the regulatory effects of an
exonic circRNA, circNUDT21, in the progression of BC.
The circNUDT21 level was overexpressed in BC tissues
and cell lines as compared to normal controls. Overexpres-
sion and silencing of circNUDT21 promoted and inhibited,
respectively, the proliferative and invasive abilities of BC
cells. Mechanistical analysis showed that circNUDT21 acted
as a miR-16-1-3p sponge and that MDM2 was a potential
downstream target of miR-16-1-3p. We further verified
that overexpression of circNUDT21 was associated with
elevated MDM2 and reduced p53 expression. CircNUDT21
promoted BC progression by acting as a sponge of miR-16-
1-3p to activate the miR-16-1-3p/MDM2/p53 axis. These
findings suggest that circNUDT21 functions as an onco-
genic circRNA and may be a potential therapy target
for BC.

INTRODUCTION
Bladder cancer (BC) is one of the most aggressive malignant tu-
mors in the world, with >400,000 new cases and 165,000 deaths
each year.1 Approximately 30% of patients with BC were found
to have muscle-invasive disease at the time of diagnosis, and the
prognosis of these patients was poor, with a 5-year survival rate
of <60%.2 In addition, relapse and metastasis always occur in BC
patients, which is the major obstacle to conventional therapies.3

Therefore, elucidation of the mechanism of BC progression at
the molecular level is critical for the development of effective treat-
ment strategies.

Circular RNAs (circRNAs) are a type of single-stranded RNAs
with a covalently closed continuous circular structure formed by
reverse splicing of pre-mRNA.4 Essentially, circRNAs are resistant
to the digestion of exonucleases or RNase R, due to the absence of
50 or 30 polarities.5 Growing evidence has shown that circRNAs
may contribute to the regulation of various biological processes
such as transcriptional regulation, protein translation, and im-
mune regulation.6 Recently, many circRNAs have been shown to
be involved in the tumorigenesis and development of human
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cancers.7 For example, circRNA hsa_circ_002577 has been shown
to accelerate endometrial cancer progression by acting as a miR-
625-5p sponge, upregulating IGF1R and activating the PI3K/Akt
pathway.8 CircTNPO3, also known as hsa_circ_0001741, has
been demonstrated to contribute to the paclitaxel resistance of
ovarian cancer cells at least partly by upregulating NEK2 expres-
sion by sponging miR-1299.9 A novel protein, HER2-103, encoded
by circ-HER2, acted as a promising biomarker to predict the effi-
cacy of pertuzumab for the treatment of triple-negative breast
cancer.10

In this study, we investigated the functional consequences of an
exonic circRNA generated from the Nudix Hydrolase 21
(NUDT21) gene, called circNUDT21. NUDT21 is a conserved
splicing factor and a member of the core-machinery proteins
responsible for the cleavage and polyadenylation of pre-mRNAs.11

In our previous report, we identified NUDT21 as a tumor suppres-
sor in BC progression.12 Here, we found that this NUDT21-derived
circRNA was significantly upregulated in BC tissues and cells. Func-
tionally, the silencing of circNUDT21 inhibited cell proliferation,
migration, and invasion in vitro and impeded tumor growth in vivo.
Mechanistically, circNUDT21 could sponge for miR-16-1-3p to
relieve its suppression on the MDM2 proto-oncogene (MDM2),
and further inhibit p53 activity. These results provide new insight
into the MDM2-p53 pathway and open a new perspective for devel-
oping novel therapeutic strategies for BC. Collectively, our data
demonstrate that circNUDT21 acts as an oncogenic circRNA in
BC progression through the miR-16-1-3p/MDM2/p53 axis, and
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Figure 1. Identification of circNUDT21 in bladder

cancer

(A) The presence or absence of circRNAs derived from

NUDT21 checked by PCR with divergent primers. (B)

Schematic illustration showing the structure of circ-

NUDT21, which was verified by Sanger sequencing.

(C and D) The expression levels of circNUDT21 in

bladder cancer cell lines and tissues. (E) PCR assays

with divergent and convergent primers indicating the

existence of circNUDT21 in EJ and T24 cell lines.

GAPDH was used as a linear control. (F) The expres-

sion levels of circNUDT21 and the corresponding linear

product in BC cells after the treatment of RNase R. (G)

RNA-FISH assays detecting the localization of circ-

NUDT21 in BC cell lines. Scale bar, 10 mm. Data are

represented as means ± SDs of 3 independent exper-

iments. *p < 0.05.
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may serve as a promising diagnostic marker and therapeutic target
for BC.

RESULTS
circNUDT21 is upregulated in BC cells and tissues

The circRNA sequencing databases, including CircInteractome
(https://circinteractome.nia.nih.gov/), circBase (http://www.circbase.
org/), and circRNADb (http://reprod.njmu.edu.cn/cgi-bin/
circrnadb/circRNADb.php), revealed that three potential circRNAs
(circ_0039441, circ_0039442, and circ_03233) are derived from
626 Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 26 December 2021
NUDT21. We performed PCR with divergent
primers, and the products were analyzed by
agarose gel electrophoresis assay. The results
showed that only circ_03233 (CircNUDT21)
was amplified in the cDNA of BC cell lines (Fig-
ure 1A). Validated by Sanger sequencing, circ-
NUDT21 is composed of exons 4, 5, and 6 of
NUDT21 (281 nt), and therefore belongs to
exonic circRNAs (EcRNA) (Figure 1B). Using
qRT-PCR, we showed that the expression level
of circNUDT21 was markedly upregulated in
BC cell lines and tissues in comparison with
that in corresponding normal controls (Figures
1C and 1D). To further validate the circular con-
struction of circNUDT21, we designed conver-
gent and divergent primers to amplify linear
and circular products of NUDT21 in cDNA
and genomic DNA (gDNA). Notably, circ-
NUDT21 was amplified by divergent primers in
cDNA, while no amplification product was
observed in gDNA. The linear product of
NUDT21, however, was amplified in both
cDNA and gDNA (Figure 1E). The RNase R
treatment assay showed that circNUDT21 was
resistant to RNase R, while the level of
NUDT21 mRNA was significantly reduced after
the treatment of RNase R (Figure 1F). The RNA-fluorescence
in situ hybridization (FISH) assay revealed that circNUDT21 was
mainly localized in the cytoplasm (Figure 1G).

circNUDT21 promotes the proliferation, migration, and invasion

of BC cells in vitro

To investigate the biological role of circNUDT21 in BC cells, we con-
structed the circNUDT21-overexpression (CircNUDT21) and circ-
NUDT21 knockdown (CircNUDT21-Sh#1 and CircNUDT21-Sh#2)
BC cell lines (Figures 2A and 2B). The gain- or loss-of-function assays

https://circinteractome.nia.nih.gov/
http://www.circbase.org/
http://www.circbase.org/
http://reprod.njmu.edu.cn/cgi-bin/circrnadb/circRNADb.php
http://reprod.njmu.edu.cn/cgi-bin/circrnadb/circRNADb.php
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demonstrated that the ectopic expression of circNUDT21 effectively
augmented, while silencing of circNUDT21 inhibited, the prolifera-
tion of BC cells (Figures 2C and 2D). Moreover, circNUDT21-trans-
fected cells exhibited significantly increased abilities to migrate and
invade (Figures 2E and 2F). These results suggested that circNUDT21
promotes the proliferation, migration, and invasion of BC cells.

circNUDT21 enhances BC growth in vivo

We then established a xenograft tumor model using BALB/C-nu mice
to explore the impact of circNUDT21 on BC growth in vivo. In accor-
dance with the in vitro assays, the in vivo study showed that tumors
with overexpressing circNUDT21 were larger and heavier than those
in the control group, and the opposite situation was observed in
tumors with low-expressing circNUDT21 (Figures 3A–3D).
Immunohistochemistry staining showed a higher expression of
Ki67 in the group overexpressing circNUDT21 than in the control
group (Figure 3E). These results indicated that circNUDT21 con-
tributes to BC tumorigenicity in vivo.

circNUDT21 interacts with miR-16-1-3p in BC cells

Besides functioning as a miRNA sponge, circRNAs in the cytoplasm
could also be translated into peptides. We explored the coding po-
tential of circNUDT21 using the circRNADb database, but failed to
find any open reading frame (ORF) in the genome of circNUDT21,
indicating that the possibility of circNUDT21 encoding proteins is
very low. Therefore, we next explored whether circNUDT21 could
act as a miRNA sponge. To perform a pull-down assay, we designed
and synthesized the specific biotinylated circNUDT21 probe (Fig-
ure 4A) and verified its efficiency and specificity. The results showed
that circNUDT21 could be specifically enriched by the circNUDT21
probe (Figures 4B and 4C). By using bioinformatical tools miRanda
and RNAhybrid, 27 potential miRNAs were predicted as potential
targets of circNUDT21. The pull-down assay showed that only
miR-16-1-3p was abundantly pulled down in both EJ and T24 cells
by circNUDT21 (Figures 4D and 4E). There were three predicted
binding sites between circNUDT21 and miR-16-1-3p. Among
them, binding site 1 is located in the fusion region, while binding
sites 2 and 3 are distal to the fusion site (Figure 4F). If binding
site 1 is the binding region between circNUDT21 and miR-16-1-
3p, miR-16-1-3p would not be precipitated by the circNUDT21
probe as a result of competition. Thus, we assume that binding sites
2 and 3 are potential binding regions. In addition, the abundance of
circNUDT21 captured by the wild-type miR-16-1-3p probe was far
more than that captured by the mutant miR-16-1-3p probe (Fig-
ure 4G). The RNA-FISH assay showed that miR-16-1-3p and
circNUDT21 were co-located in the cytoplasm (Figure 4H). These
results demonstrated that circNUDT21 acts as a miRNA sponge
of miR-16-1-3p in BC cells.
Figure 2. circNUDT21 promotes the aggressiveness of bladder cancer cells in

(A) Schematic representation of the sites of the shRNAs specific to the back-splice junct

proliferation curves of BC cells with different treatments plotted by the CCK-8 assay. (D)

100 mm. (E) Mobility of BC cells measured using the wound healing assay. Scale bar, 200

transwell assay. Scale bar, 100 mm. Data are represented as means ± SDs of 3 indepe
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The effect of circNUDT21 could be remedied by miR-16-1-3p

To assess whether circNUDT21 and miR-16-1-3p can co-regulate the
biological function of BC cells, we enforced the expression of circ-
NUDT21 and miR-16-1-3p simultaneously in EJ and T24 cells. The
cell counting kit-8 (CCK-8), 5-ethynyl-20-deoxyuridine (EdU),
wound healing, and transwell assays indicated that miR-16-1-3p
could abolish the effects of circNUDT21 on BC cell proliferation,
migration, and invasion (Figures 5A–5D).

circNUDT21 stimulates BC progression via the miR-16-1-3p/

MDM2/p53 axis

In this in silico study using 3 bioinformatics algorithms, including
miRDB (http://mirdb.org/), TargetScan (http://www.targetscan.org/
vert_72/), and miRmap (https://mirmap.ezlab.org/app/), we found
that MDM2, which was proved to be involved in BC progression,13

may be a potential target of miR-16-1-3p (Figures 6A and 6B). Using
the dual-luciferase reporter assay, we showed that the luciferase activ-
ity of the wild-type, rather than the mutant, MDM2-30 UTR reporter
was significantly decreased in BC cells transfected with miR-16-1-3p
mimics (Figure 6C).Western blotting assay showed that miR-16-1-3p
could negatively regulate the expression of MDM2 (Figure 6D).
Moreover, the function of circNUDT21 in upregulating the expres-
sion of MDM2 and inhibiting the expression of p53, a downstream
gene of MDM2, could be compromised by miR-16-1-3p (Figure 6E).
Interestingly, there was no correlation between the expression levels
of circNUDT21 and miR-16-1-3p (Figure 6F). The result may be
due to that the overexpression of circNUDT21 led to the decrease
of the amount of miR-16-1-3p binding to MDM2-30 UTR, while
the total amount of miR-16-1-3p is stable. We next examined the
expression levels of miR-16-1-3p, MDM2, and p53 in tumor xeno-
grafts from each group. The results showed that the expression level
of MDM2 was upregulated, while the p53 expression was downregu-
lated in the circNUDT21-overexpression group. The opposite expres-
sion pattern was observed in the circNUDT21 knockdown group as
well. However, there was no significant difference between the 2
groups in terms of miR-16-1-3p expression, which was consistent
with the result in Figure 6F (Figure 6G). To further explore the
expression correlation among them, we detected the expression of
circNUDT21, MDM2, and p53 in human bladder cancer tissues.
The result revealed that the expression of MDM2 was remarkably up-
regulated, while the expression of p53 was downregulated in tissues
with high levels of circNUDT21 expression (Figure 6H). All of the
findings above demonstrated that circNUDT21 promotes BC pro-
gression by modulating the miR-16-1-3p/MDM2/p53 axis.

DISCUSSION
Recent evidence suggests that circRNAs may act as important
tumorigenic drivers or suppressors in various human cancers.14,15
vitro

ion of circNUDT21. (B) The expression level of circNUDT21 in indicated cells. (C) The

Representative EdU fluorescence images of BC cells in different groups. Scale bar,

mm. (F) Representative figures of migrating and invading cells as analyzed using the

ndent experiments. *p < 0.05.
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Figure 3. circNUDT21 promotes the tumorigenicity of bladder cancer in vivo

(A) Representative images of tumors formed in BALB/c-nu mice injected with indicated cells. (B) Tumor volumes measured on the indicated days. (C) Tumor weight in each

treatment group. (D) Tumor size monitored by the In Vivo Optical Imaging System in indicated groups. (E) Immunohistochemical staining showing the expression of Ki67 in

xenografts. Scale bar, 100 mm. Data are represented as means ± SDs of 3 independent experiments. *p < 0.05.
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Moreover, some circRNAs have been proven to be related to BC
progression. For instance, circ_0001944 was shown to function
as a competing endogenous RNA to regulate PROK2 expression
via sponging miR-548 in BC.16 Another study showed that
circRIP2 activity accelerates bladder cancer progression via
inducing the epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) by acti-
vating the miR-1305/Tgf-b2/smad3 pathway.17
In this study, we demonstrated that circNUDT21, generated from
exons 4, 5, and 6 of the NUDT21 gene, may act as an oncogenic
circRNA in BC through the circNUDT21/miR-16-1-3p/MDM2/p53
axis. Our results indicated that circNUDT21 expression was upregu-
lated in BC and was associated with tumor stage and clinical prog-
nosis. We further demonstrated that circNUDT21 promoted the pro-
liferation, migration, and invasion in vitro and enhanced the tumor
Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 26 December 2021 629
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growth in vivo. In addition, circNUDT21 acts as a sponge to compet-
itively bind with miR-16-1-3p and weakens its inhibitory effect on the
downstream target geneMDM2, an important regulator of p53 in BC.
In previous research, miR-16-1-3p was found to target TWIST1 to
suppress the progression of non-small cell lung cancer and gastric
cancer.18,19 In addition, the role of miR-16-1-3p as a tumor suppres-
sor in breast cancer through phosphoglycerate kinase 1 (PGK1) sup-
pression was investigated.20 In the present study, we revealed that
miR-16-1-3p could directly target the 30 UTR of MDM2 to suppress
its expression, and the suppressive effect could be compromised by
circNUDT21.

In our previous study, we demonstrated that NUDT21 functions as a
tumor suppressor in BC and exerts its role via the modulation of alter-
native polyadenylation.12 In this study, we found that circNUDT21
was highly expressed in BC and that circNUDT21 promoted the pro-
liferative, migratory, and invasive abilities of BC cells. As circRNAs
are normally described to have similar functions as their linear coun-
terparts, our results revealed the antagonistic functions of linear and
circular RNA. One possible explanation is that there is a type of intra-
genic regulon that can perform different biological functions by
differentially regulating the expression of linear and circular compo-
nents.21 An alternative explanation is that circNUDT21 biogenesis
competes with linear NUDT21 mRNA splicing, as their nascent
RNAs are directed to alternative pathways that lead to linear/circular
productions.22 These findings highlighted the notion that linear and
circular RNAs may have independent functions, while the underlying
mechanisms need further investigation.

MDM2, as an E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase, mediates the ubiquitination
of p53/TP53, leading to its degradation by the proteasome.23 The
MDM2 gene is located at chromosome 12q13.14 and was initially
identified in a locus amplified on double minute chromosomes in a
spontaneously transformed mouse cell line.24 Accumulating evidence
has emonstrated that MDM2 is an essential regulator of p53 by bind-
ing to a region of the TP53 transactivation domain.25 The overexpres-
sion of MDM2 can abrogate the tumor-suppressive function of the
wild-type p53 by inhibiting p53-mediated transactivation.26 In addi-
tion, MDM2 can inhibit p53 function by targeting p53 for proteolytic
degradation.27 Moreover, MDM2 has been shown to play important
roles during the tumorigenesis and progression of BC.28,29 In this
study, we further confirmed by western blotting that targeted upregu-
lation of circNUDT21 resulted in increased MDM2 expression and
reduced p53 expression. As the T24 cell line contains the mutant
p53, while the EJ cell line expresses the wild-type p53, the results sug-
gested that circNUDT21 may exert its oncogenic function through
the MDM2-p53 pathway in bladder cancer, regardless of the p53
Figure 4. circNUDT21 acts as a sponge for miR-16-1-3p in BC cells

(A) Schematic diagram showing the probe specifically designed for circNUDT21. (B) The

The efficiency of circNUDT21 probe verified by quantitative real-time-PCR. (D) The abu

abundances of 27 potential miRNAs pulled down by circNUDT21 in T24 cell line. (F) The

circNUDT21 enriched by the biotinylated wild-type miR-16-1-3p (Bio-miR-16-1-3p) or it

of circNUDT21 and miR-16-1-3p in the cytoplasm of BC cells. Scale bar, 10 mm. Data
mutation status. Our finding is supported by Kim and colleagues,30

who found that MDM2-C has E3 auto-ubiquitin ligase activity, which
can promote the ubiquitination of both wild-type and mutant p53.

In conclusion, we demonstrate that circNUDT21 promotes BC pro-
gression, at least in part, through the miR-16-1-3p/MDM2/p53
axis. Our study may contribute to a better understanding of the mo-
lecular mechanism of BC development, providing a promising
circRNA-targeted therapy for BC.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell culture

Normal bladder urothelial cells (NBUCs) were isolated from fresh pa-
tient specimens, as described previously.31 The uroepithelial cell line
SV-HUC-1 and BC cell lines, including 5637, UM-UC-3, TCCSUP,
T24, EJ, SCaBER, J82, and SW780, were purchased from the Cell
Bank of the Chinese Academy of Sciences (Shanghai, China). The
T24T cell line was a gift from Dr. Guosong Jiang of Wuhan Union
Hospital. All of the cell lines were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and maintained
at 37�C in a 5% CO2 mammalian cell culture incubator.

Tissue specimens

Fresh bladder cancer tissues and matched normal tissues were ob-
tained from patients undergoing radical cystectomy at Wuhan Union
Hospital. None of the patients had received radiotherapy or chemo-
therapy before surgery. All of the tissues were excised carefully and
placed immediately in liquid nitrogen. The study was approved by
the ethics committee of the Huazhong University of Science and
Technology-affiliated Union Hospital. A written informed consent
form was obtained from each participant.

Reverse-transcriptase-PCR (RT-PCR) and quantitative real-

time-PCR

The total RNA of cells or tissues was extracted using the Trizol kit
(Invitrogen, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions,
and was reversely transcribed to cDNA using the PrimeScript RT
reagent kit (Takara, Japan). For mRNA and circRNA, Oligo dT
Primer and Random 6 mers were used for the real-time-PCR assay,
while for miRNA, a miRNA-specificity RT primer with stem-loop
structure was used. Then, the StepOnePlus Real-Time PCR System
(Applied Biosystems, CA, USA) was used to perform the quantita-
tive real-time-PCR. Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase
(GAPDH) and U6 were used as internal controls, and the 2�DDCT

method was used to evaluate the relative expression level of
circRNA, miRNA, and mRNA. The sequences of primers are listed
in Table S1.
specificity of circNUDT21 probe determined by the agarose gel electrophoresis. (C)

ndances of 27 potential miRNAs pulled down by circNUDT21 in EJ cell line. (E) The

predicted binding regions between miR-16-1-3p and circNUDT21. (G) The level of

s mutant (Bio-miR-16-1-3p-mut). (H) RNA-FISH images showing the co-localization

are represented as means ± SDs of 3 independent experiments. *p < 0.05.
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Western blotting

The RIPA Lysis and Extraction Buffer (Thermo Scientific, MA, USA)
was used to extract protein from cells and tissue samples, and the
Pierce BCA Protein Assay Kit (Thermo Scientific) was used to mea-
sure the protein concentration. Then proteins were electrophoresed
on SDS-PAGE gels and transferred to polyvinylidene fluoride
(PVDF) membranes. After that, membranes were blocked in 5%
milk for 1 h at room temperature and incubated with primary anti-
bodies overnight at 4�C, with secondary antibodies. Finally, the pro-
tein signals were detected by chemiluminescence with electrochemi-
luminescence (ECL) reagent in the BioSpectrum 600 Imaging System
(UVP, CA, USA).

Plasmids construction and cell transfection

To construct the overexpression plasmid, human circNUDT21 was
amplified by PCR and cloned into the GV486 vector (CMV-left circu-
lar frame-MCS-right circular frame-EF1a-copGFP-SV40-Neomycin)
(GeneChem, Shanghai, China). Small hairpin RNAs (shRNAs) target-
ing circNUDT21 were designed and cloned into the GV102 vector
(hU6-MCS-CMV-GFP-SV40-Neomycin) (GeneChem). Both overex-
pression and knockdown plasmids were transfected into BC cells
with the Lipofectamine 2000 Transfection Reagent (Invitrogen) ac-
cording to the manufacturer’s instructions, and stable cell lines were
selected with G418. To construct cell lines overexpressing or silencing
miRNAs, we purchased miRNA mimics and inhibitors from RiboBio
(Guangzhou, China) and transfected them into cells with the Lipofect-
amine RNAiMAX Transfection Reagent (Invitrogen).

RNase R treatment

For RNase R treatment, the total RNA of BC cells was extracted and
divided into two equal parts. After being incubated with or without
3 U/mg RNase R, the RNAs were reversely transcribed and analyzed
by quantitative real-time-PCR.

RNA-FISH

The specific RNA-FISH probes for circNUDT21 and miR-16-1-3p
were designed and synthesized by RiboBio. For the RNA-FISH assay,
BC cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and permeabilized in
0.5% Triton X-100. Subsequently, cells were hybridized with the spe-
cific circRNA or miRNA probes at 37�C overnight. Then, the cells
were counterstained with DAPI. All fluorescence images were
captured using a Nikon A1R-si Laser Scanning Confocal Microscope
(Nikon, Japan).

Pull-down assay with biotinylated circRNA probe

Briefly, 1 � 107 BC cells were fixed with 1% paraformaldehyde and
lysed with lysis buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.0, 10 mM EDTA, 1%
SDS supplemented with 200 U/mL of a RNase inhibitor solution,
and a cocktail of proteases inhibitor at 5 mL/mL). After preserving
Figure 5. miR-16-1-3p can reverse the positive effects of circNUDT21 on bladd

(A) The proliferation curves of BC cells transfected with circNUDT21 or co-transfected w

Scale bar, 100 mm. (C) Mobility of BC cells measured with the wound healing assay. Scale

BC cells transfected with circNUDT21 or co-transfected with miR-16-1-3p. Scale bar, 100
20 mL supernatant as input, the remainder was divided into 2 equal
parts and hybridized with the biotin-labeled circNUTD21 probe
and the corresponding control probe at room temperature for
4–6 h. Subsequently, all of the samples were incubated with the
M-280 streptavidin magnetic beads (Invitrogen) at 4�C overnight.
Then, the beads were washed, and the RNA complexes combined
with the beads were isolated using the RNeasy Mini Kit (QIAGEN,
Dusseldorf, Germany). Finally, quantitative real-time-PCR was per-
formed to validate the prediction of potential miRNAs interacting
with circNUDT21. The sequences of probes are listed in Table S1.

Pull-down assay with biotinylated miRNA probe

BC cells were transfected with biotin-labeled miRNA mimics or
matched nonsense control. After 48 h, cells were lysed (20 mM
Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 100 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 0.3% IGEPAL CA-
630 supplemented with 200 U/mL RNase inhibitor solution, and a
cocktail of protease inhibitor 5 mL/mL) and 50 mL of each lysate
were reserved as input. The remaining lysates were incubated with
M-280 streptavidin magnetic beads (Invitrogen) at 4�C overnight.
On day 2, the RNA bound to magnetic beads were extracted with
the RNeasy Mini Kit (QIAGEN), and the quantitative real-time-
PCR was performed to analyze the circRNA abundance of each sam-
ple. The sequences of probes are listed in Table S1.

Xenografted tumor model

The animal experiments in this project were approved by the ethics
committee of Tongji Medical College of the Huazhong University
of Science and Technology. All BALB/c-nu mice (male, 3–5 weeks
of age), acquired from the Center of Experimental Animals of Tongji
Medical College of Huazhong University of Science and Technology,
were randomly divided into 4 groups (n = 5/group). For the tumor
formation assay, 2 � 106 BC cells were injected subcutaneously into
the right side of each mouse. After injection, tumor volumes were
observed using an external caliper and recorded using the equation
(L � W2)/2. On day 30, all of the mice were euthanized, and tumors
were excised, weighed, photographed, and subjected to pathological
examination. All of the fluorescent images of xenografts in nude
mice were captured with the In VivoOptical Imaging System (In Vivo
FX PRO, Bruker Corporation, MA, USA).

EdU labeling

Cells were incubated with EdU reagent (RiboBio) for 2 h at 37�C and
then treated with ApolloR reaction cocktail according to the manu-
facturer’s instructions. Images were collected using fluorescence
microscopy (Olympus, Japan).

CCK-8 assay

BC cells were seeded into a 96-well plate at a density of 3 � 103/well
with 100 mL serum-containing medium. After the cells were attached,
er cancer progression

ith miR-16-1-3p. (B) Representative EdU fluorescence images of indicated BC cells.

bar, 200 mm. (D) Representative images of transwell migration and invasion assays for

mm. Data are represented asmeans± SDs of 3 independent experiments. *p < 0.05.
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Figure 6. circNUDT21 sponges miR-16-1-3p to upregulate MDM2 expression in BC cells

(A) The Venn diagram showing the overlap of MDM2 in TargetScan, miRDB, and miRmap. (B) The target site between miR-16-1-3p and MDM2-30 UTR. (C) Dual-
luciferase reporter assay showing that miR-16-1-3p directly targeted MDM2-30 UTR. (D) The protein levels of MDM2 detected by western blotting in miR-16-1-3p over-

expressing and knockdown BC cells. (E) Western blotting assay showing the protein expression of MDM2 and p53 in indicated cells. (F) The expression correlation of

circNUDT21 and miR-16-1-3p in BC tissues. (G) The expression levels of miR-16-1-3p, MDM2, and p53 in tumor xenografts from each group. (H) Western blotting and

quantitative real-time-PCR assays showing the levels of circNUDT21, MDM2, and p53 in 10 BC tissue samples. Data are represented as means ± SDs of 3 independent

experiments. *p < 0.05.
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10 mL CCK-8 reagent (DOJINDO, Kumamoto, Japan) was added into
wells and the plate was placed into an incubator for 1.5 h. Then, the
optical density was measured at 450 nm using a microtiter plate
reader.
634 Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 26 December 2021
Wound healing assay

BC cells were seeded into 6-well plates with complete medium. When
the density of cells reaches �90%, a 200-mL pipette tip was used to
create a liner wound in the monolayer cells, and the medium was
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replaced by serum-free medium. The distances between the opposite
edges of the wound were measured using a microscope at 0 and 24 h
after scratching.

Migration and invasion assays

The capacities of cell migration and invasion were evaluated using
transwell chambers (Corning, NY, USA). For the migration assay,
4 � 104 cells suspended in 200 mL serum-free medium were seeded
in the upper chamber of the transwell system, while the serum-con-
taining medium was added into the lower chamber. For invasion
assay, the transwell chambers were precoated with Matrigel. After in-
cubation for 24 h, non-migrating or non-invasive cells remaining on
the top surface were gently removed with a cotton swab. Cells
migrated or invaded to the lower surface of the insert were fixed,
stained, photographed, and counted under a light microscope.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was carried out using the SPSS 19.0 software (SPSS,
NY, USA). Differences between groups were analyzed by using the
two-tailed Student’s t test. p < 0.05 was considered statistically
significant.
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